
Haydh, Istihaada & Nifaas 

Answers 

1. Fill in the blanks: 

Use these to help you fill in the blanks: 

Haydh is the period of menstruation. 

The period of haydh lasts no fewer than three days and no more than ten days. 

Nifaas is post-childbirth bleeding. 

The maximum period of nifaas is forty days, there is no minimum period. 

Tuhr is purity between two seperate periods of haydh. 

The minimum period of tuhr is fifteen days. There is no maximum period. 

Istihaada is blood which comes for fewer than three days, more than ten days or

that which continues after the forty days of nifaas.

three days ten days

post-childbirth bleeding the period of menstruation

minimum period minimum period

purity between two seperate periods of 

haydh
fifteen days

maximum period maximum period

blood which comes for fewer than three days, more than ten days or that which 

continues after the forty days of nifaas.
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2. Which of the following are permissible/impermissible for women in the state of 

haydh/nifaas: 

Scenario
Permissi

ble

Impermi

ssible

Reading the Quran X

Reading part of an ayah X

Reading Quran with the intention of dua (eg. reading surah 

Fatiha completely with the intention of dua)
X

Reading dua qunoot X

Entering the masjid X

Spelling the Quran out X

Teaching a child Quran, letter by letter X

Writing the Quran (permitted accorded to Imam Abu Yusuf) X

Touching the Quran which has a cover on it X

Touching the Quran with a separate cloth X

Touching the Quran to prevent it from drowning in water X

Touching the Quran with the sleeve of clothing which is 

being worn
X

Reading and touching tafseer/hadith books (permissible 

according to Imam Abu Hanifa)
X

Reading the Torah or Bible X

Fasting X

Praying X

Sexual relations X
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